Eyegaze
Activities

used in with individual students securely online using
Eyegaze.

Moderate Cost Activities (£100 - £150)


Eyecanfly - The world's first magical flying
adventure designed especially for eye

Free to download activities


Eagle Aliens and Paint. These are a simple

gaze devices. Let Aimee guide you
through 24 unique and exciting missions.


shoot the Aliens video game program and

These 18 fun and meaningful activities can

a Paint program that work well with

be used with any child trying their first steps
with eye gaze.

Eyegaze. No clicking required. Good for
learning to use Eyegaze






Inclusive Eye Gaze: Exploring and Playing -

Mouse Follower - Move the mouse

18 fun packed games and exploring

pointer with your eyes to move a shape,

opportunities to play on your own and with
friends.

make a pattern and hear music.


Inclusive Eye Gaze: Attention and Looking -

Staggered Speech is a free two-level



Inclusive Eye Gaze: Choosing and Learning .

onscreen keyboard program for spelling

The Choosing and Learning package is

and speaking messages that works well

designed to prepare eye gaze users for

with eyegaze. It's good for new users to

further communication and learning

start with Staggered Speech and then

activities by developing choice making

perhaps try Midas Touch.

and access skills

Midas Touch is a free onscreen keyboard
program for spelling and speaking

High cost activities (£200 +)

messages that works well with eyegaze for
users who have a high degree of accuracy.



Look to Learn. Look to Learn is a software



Point and Play Musical Activities

package with 40 activities designed for



SEN Switcher Games – simple cause and

adults and children starting out with eye

effect games

gaze technology.



SENICT Games – more free cause and



Tobii Communicator 4 is an alternative and

effect games

augmentative communication (AAC)



Jackson Pollock – art program

software package designed to provide



Tap to Talk – Free picture based

people with communication disabilities a

communication program

better way to communicate and a new

Low cost activities (under £50)

level of independence.


Timocco Tim for Tobii -35 Eyegaze enabled
games





HKL Games and activities - 80+ Games &



Sensory Eye-FX. Sensory Eye-FX is a

Activities that can be accessed using

package of 30 software applications

mouse and keyboard, switch(es), touch

designed for the earliest level of eye gaze

screen, interactive classroom displays, joy

computer access. The software is divided

stick, roller ball and eye gaze.

into 5 levels of exploration. These levels

Choose it Maker 3 - Create, edit and play

function as a training tool to teach

personalised learning materials that can be

early/sensory eye gaze users the skills and
methods of eye gaze.
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